mechanical knee joint

The Guardian knee is a lightweight mechanical knee joint featuring
a friction brake for stance control, stance flexion, and extension assist. The
knee is best suited as a rehabilitation tool for new patients to learn standing
and walking during the rehabilitation process, and as a permanent knee for
low-impact patients. It provides the prosthetist easy adjustability for patient
gait-matching without the need to remove the prosthesis. The Guardian also
has a remote lock feature that can be disengaged as the patient progresses
to provide the full 145 degrees of anatomical motion.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
MATERIAL

WEIGHT

WEIGHT LIMIT

Aluminum

537 g

275 lbs

FLEXION
RANGE

WARRANTY

L CODES*

2 years

L5812, L5845,
L5850, L5925

145°

*The listing of codes with these products should not be construed as a guarantee for
coverage or payment. Ultimate responsibility for the coding of services/products
rests with the individual practitioner.

ORDER
TODAY!

cascade-usa.com
FEATURES:

REMOTE LOCK

Installing the remote lock kit allows the Guardian
to operate as a single-axis knee joint. The lock kit
can easily be disengaged for sitting, then a standing
motion locks the knee again without the need to
re-pull the lever. The prosthetist can deactivate the
remote lock on the knee at any time as the patient’s
level of ability grows.

EASILY ADJUSTABLE

Unlike other friction brake knees on the market,
adjustments to the extension assist, brake sensitivity
and brake friction can be made without removing
the knee, allowing for easy fine-tuning as a patient
rehabilitates. All adjustments can be made with a
standard 4mm hex key.
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The Guardian provides anatomical flexion for a full range
of movement to enhance the patient’s quality of life.
The knee has a 145 degree range of motion, making it
ideal for activities besides walking, such as kneeling and
entering or exiting a vehicle. Stance flexion also reduces
forces in the residual limb and provides a more natural
gait pattern from the first step.

